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T1 Mapping for Microstructural Assessment of the Cervical Spinal Cord in the Evaluation of Patients with Degenerative Cervical Myelopathy


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Although current radiologic evaluation of degenerative cervical myelopathy by conventional MR imaging accurately demonstrates spondylosis or degenerative disc disease causing spinal cord dysfunction, conventional MR imaging still fails to provide satisfactory anatomic and clinical correlations. In this context, we assessed the potential value of quantitative cervical spinal cord T1 mapping regarding the evaluation of patients with degenerative cervical myelopathy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty patients diagnosed with mild and moderate-to-severe degenerative cervical myelopathy and 10 healthy subjects were enrolled in a multiparametric MR imaging protocol. Cervical spinal cord T1 mapping was performed with the MP2RAGE sequence procedure. Retrieved data were processed and analyzed regarding the global spinal cord and white and anterior gray matter on the basis of the clinical severity and the spinal canal stenosis grading.

RESULTS: Noncompressed levels in healthy controls demonstrated significantly lower T1 values than noncompressed, mild, moderate, and severe stenotic levels in patients. Concerning the entire spinal cord T1 mapping, patients with moderate-to-severe degenerative cervical myelopathy had higher T1 values compared with healthy controls. Regarding the specific levels, patients with moderate-to-severe degenerative cervical myelopathy demonstrated a T1 value increase at Cl, C7, and the level of maximal compression compared with healthy controls. Patients with mild degenerative cervical myelopathy had lower T1 values than those with moderate-to-severe degenerative cervical myelopathy at the level of maximal compression. Analyses of white and anterior gray matter confirmed similar results. Strong negative correlations between individual modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association scores and T1 values were also observed.

CONCLUSIONS: In this preliminary study, 3D-MP2RAGE T1 mapping demonstrated increased T1 values in the pathology tissue samples, with diffuse medullary alterations in all patients with degenerative cervical myelopathy, especially relevant at Cl (nonstenotic level) and at the maximal compression level. Encouraging correlations observed with the modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association score make this novel approach a potential quantitative biomarker related to clinical severity in degenerative cervical myelopathy. Nevertheless, patients with mild degenerative cervical myelopathy demonstrated nonsignificant results compared with healthy controls and should now be studied in multicenter studies with larger patient populations.

ABBREVIATIONS: DCM = degenerative cervical myelopathy; Cmax = maximal compression; HC = healthy controls; mJOA = modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association; OSS = overall stenosis score; SC = spinal cord

Degenerative cervical myelopathy (DCM) currently covers the various cervical spine pathologic conditions potentially causing spinal cord (SC) impairment, including cervical spondylosis and degenerative disc disease.1 The wide range of severity of clinical presentations makes the disability caused by DCM widely variable but usually substantially associated with a reduction in the quality of life.2,3 DCM is generally considered the first cause of SC dysfunction among adults,4 and the epidemiology of DCM remains complex to estimate because of frequent diagnostic delays.1 Cervical spondylosis and degenerative disc disease are currently found in approximately 70% of individuals older than 65 years of age and 70% of
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asymptomatic individuals. In addition to a disposition to a further evolution toward progressive symptomatic myelopathy, these conditions also expose patients to the risk of acute neurologic deterioration in cases of traumatic hyperextension or hyperflexion, notably illustrated by the central cord syndrome.

Once the diagnosis of DCM is suspected, the role of MR imaging is obviously useful for demonstrating cervical spinal degenerative changes and signs of SC impairment. First, MR imaging provides direct information about spinal canal size and the structural causes responsible for its narrowing. Second, conventional T2WI provides direct information about spinal canal size and the structural causes responsible for its narrowing. 

Nevertheless, the major discrepancy between clinical severity and the radiologic degree of stenosis is an important issue for the neurosurgeon. Several advanced MR imaging techniques have, thus, been proposed as potential biomarkers of DCM, attempting to more accurately assess the microstructural and functional organization of the SC. DTI, measuring directional diffusivity of water within each voxel, appears to be the most studied and promising technique. However, it currently remains complex to apply in daily practice due to difficulties in establishing standardized protocols, such as an appropriate anatomic level of acquisition and surgery-predictive cutoff values.

Although longitudinal relaxation time T1 is an essential parameter in MR imaging, T1 mapping has not been used in clinical routine practice due to its long scan time. Due to faster techniques of acquisition, it now appears as another option to help analyze pathologic SC and, more particularly highly myelinated tissue associated with low T1 values. 

Due to frequent difficulties of PropSeg in brain and C1–C7 vertebral levels (Fig 1). This sequence provided both anatomic imaging and quantitative T1 mapping. In fact, normally the MP2RAGE sequence acquires two 3D gradient-echo volumes at 2 different T1Is (T1Inv1 and T1Inv2, here 65 and 2000 ms) with 2 different flip angles (α1 and α2, here 4° and 5°) that are combined to obtain a composite “uniform” T1WI contrasted volume, called T1Uni, from which a T1 map is subsequently derived. Because T1Uni signal is partially altered by the transmitted B1− and received B1− field inhomogeneities (bias fields), leading to inaccurate T1 estimation, an additional magnetized-prepared turbo-FLASH B1− mapping sequence covering the whole cervical SC was acquired to correct bias fields during postprocessing. The total acquisition time was approximately 15 minutes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subject Recruitment and Clinical Assessment

In this prospective single-center study, 20 volunteer patients presenting with clinical and radiologic signs of DCM were recruited in an adult neurosurgery department (Hôpital Nord, AP-HM). Ten healthy subjects with no clinical signs of myelopathy were enrolled in parallel as a control group. Exclusion criteria were contraindications for MR imaging and intolerance of the supine position. The study was approved by the local ethics committee (South Mediterranean Committee for the Protection of Individuals), and written informed consent was routinely obtained before MR imaging for all patients and healthy controls (HC). Clinical presentation was assessed using the modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association (mJOA) scale, with scores ranging from 0 to 17. Patients were separated into mild DCM (mJOA score from 15 to 17) and moderate-to-severe DCM (mJOA score of ≤14) groups. The clinical onset of the symptoms was classified as acute or chronic.

MR Imaging Protocol

MR imaging examinations were performed on a 3T system (Magnetom Verio; Siemens) using standard 12-channel head, 4-channel neck, and 24-channel spine matrix coils for signal reception. Subjects were placed in a supine position with the neck fixed in a neutral position using a cervical brace to prevent any movement during the procedure. The protocol included a 3D T2 sagittal sampling perfusion with application-optimized contrasts by using different flip angle evolution (SPACE sequence; Siemens) and MP2RAGE acquisitions. The MP2RAGE sequence was optimized for the SC as in Rasoanandrainaina et al. Denoising of T1Q was achieved by Block-matching 4D filtering (BM4D). The next stage processing pipeline PropSeg included in the Spinal Cord Toolbox. Due to frequent difficulties of PropSeg in

Data Postprocessing

The data postprocessing aimed at extracting corrected T1 values from T1Uni acquisitions, at the level of the cervical SC, using the T1Uni sequence as an anatomic reference. The postprocessing stages were performed using in-house Matlab codes (R2018a version; MathWorks). T1Uni and B1− maps were first combined to offset bias fields, generating the adjusted T1Q. Denoising of T1Q was achieved by Block-matching 4D filtering (BM4D). The next stage consisted of cervical SC segmentation using the semi-automated processing pipeline PropSeg included in the Spinal Cord Toolbox.
correctly projecting the SC beyond compressed levels, the obtained cord segmentation from the T1inv2 volume was systematically reviewed and manually corrected to match both T1Q and T1inv2 (Fig 2). The T1Q volume and its corresponding cord segmentation were then registered into the anatomic and probabilistic PAM50 space. Vertebal labeling was derived from this process and routinely checked visually. SC GM, including anterior, intermediate, and dorsal GM, and WM delineations were also obtained using the PAM50 atlases. The binarization of the GM/WM segmentation was completed using 0.5 as a threshold for each voxel. Warping back of the cord segmentation and WM/GM masks into the subject space allowed new visual checking and correction in case of anatomic defect. Using these masks and following a 2D erosion around the cord, we quantified T1 values within the entire SC, WM, and anterior and intermediate GM for each vertebral level from C1 to C7. Anterior and intermediate GM ROIs were merged into a single ROI. Posterior GM was intentionally excluded from the analysis to avoid a substantial risk of partial volume effects and erroneous results due to the small dimensions of the posterior horns at the

FIG 1. Illustrative cases of cervical sagittal MP2RAGE views (T1inv2 and T1Q) acquired in healthy controls (upper row), patients with mild DCM (middle row), and moderate-to-severe DCM (lower row). M indicates mild; M&S, moderate and severe.

FIG 2. Postprocessing of the T1 data from cord segmentation to WM/GM ROI analysis, per vertebral and disc levels. A T1Q threshold of 2 seconds was used to check the cord segmentation. Segmentation was performed using the PAM50 atlas. Quantifications were performed in the subject space.
cervical level regarding the spatial resolution of the images at 3T.

**Anatomic Assessment of the Spinal Stenosis**

Compression of the SC was assessed using axial and sagittal views of the anatomic T2-SPACE series, as usual in daily practice. We selected a qualitative scale of spinal canal stenosis, presenting satisfactory intraobserver and interobserver reliabilities (Online Supplemental Data). This grading, ranging from 0 to 3, classified each disc level as normal, mildly, moderately, or severely compressed, respectively. The level of maximal compression was determined for each patient and termed “Cmax.” These observations were routinely rated by an experienced neurosurgeon, blindly, from the clinical severity and before T1-mapping post-processing. An overall stenosis score (OSS) was additionally proposed for each subject by adding the single stenosis scores (from 0 to 3) for each disc level from C2–C3 to C6–C7. The obtained value, ranging from 0 to 15, was then used to define 3 grades of OSS severity based on the statistical distribution of the results: mild OSS (0–6) (first quartile, 5.8); moderate OSS (7–9); and severe OSS (10–15) (third quartile, 10). The presence of T2 signal hyperintensity at the level of maximal compression was evaluated as well.

**Statistical Analysis**

All statistical analyses were performed using JMP 9 (SAS Institute), considering P values < .05 as statistically significant. T1 values at the disc levels (C2–C3 to C6–C7) were calculated by averaging the 2 adjacent vertebral level T1 values from C2 to C7 for each subject. Due to the large number of compressed levels in both the mild and moderate-to-severe groups of patients, we decided to compare T1 values for C1, C7, and Cmax. Because C4–C5 and C5–C6 were the most frequent levels of maximal compression (respectively, 40% and 40% of all patients), we took the T1 value of the vertebral C5 level into account for the healthy subjects’ group, to compare with the Cmax results of the groups of patients. T1 comparisons between the different groups (clinical severity, clinical onset, spinal canal stenosis) were performed using a linear analysis of covariance (age as a covariate), followed by a nonparametric Steel-Dwass test corrected for multiple comparisons. Age effect was reported when appropriate. The Spearman coefficients were calculated to study the correlation between clinical severity (preoperative mJOA score) and T1 values.

**RESULTS**

**Epidemiology**

The healthy control group included 10 subjects (mean, 45.1 [SD, 17.7] years of age; range, 22–66 years); the mild DCM group, 7 patients (mean, 41.3 [SD, 15.2] years of age; range, 25–71 years; mean mJOA, 16.3 [SD, 0.5]; range, 16–17); and the moderate-to-severe group, 13 patients (mean, 54.0 [SD, 14.2] years; range, 30–72 years; mean mJOA, 12.5 [SD, 1.7]; range, 9–14). There was no statistical difference concerning age among these 3 clinical groups. Four elderly subjects and 1 young healthy subject had moderate radiologic compression (grades 1–2) related to degenerative changes but remained in the control group due to their absence of symptoms and clinical signs of myelopathy. Details are presented in the Online Supplemental Data. The maximal compression was primarily found at C5–C6 in the mild DCM group (71%) and at C4–C5 in the moderate-to-severe DCM group (54%). The mean number of compressed disc levels was 3.7 (SD, 1.1); 3.3 (SD, 1.6) in the mild DCM group and 3.8 (SD, 0.8) in the moderate-to-severe DCM group. The mean spinal canal stenosis score (from 0 to 3 for each disc level) for the compressed levels was 2.0 (SD, 0.9) for the mild DCM group, 2.1 (SD, 0.9) for the moderate-to-severe DCM group, and 2.9 (SD, 0.3) at Cmax (equal in both patient groups). Six patients (30%, 49.3 [SD, 13.4] years of age on average) had an acute onset of their neurologic signs, whereas 14 patients (70%, 49.6 [SD, 16.7] years of age) had a progressive appearance of their symptoms. Cervical spondylosis was the predominant cause of DCM, observed in 15 patients (75%) compared with 5 patients with degenerative disc disease (25%). Patients affected with degenerative disc disease were significantly younger (35.8 [SD, 7.5] years of age on average) than those with spondylosis (54.1 [SD, 14.8] years of age, P = .02). Nevertheless, the mJOA score did not differ in the 2 etiologic entities (mean mJOA: 14.6 [SD, 2.8] for degenerative disc versus 13.6 [SD, 2.2] for spondylosis).

**T1 Mapping and Clinical Onset**

The mJOA score between the patients presenting with an acute onset of their symptoms (n = 6, mean mJOA = 13.7 [SD, 2.5]) and those having a progressive neurologic course (n = 14, mean mJOA = 13.9 [SD, 2.3]) did not show any significant difference. Despite a slightly superior vertebral distribution of T1 values for acute onset, statistical analyses failed to show any significant difference between the 2 clinical entities at C1 (mean T1 for acute onset, 977.1 [SD, 36.4] ms; and chronic onset, 964.0 [SD, 27.3] ms), Cmax (1001.6 [SD, 88.4] ms and 981.0 [SD, 63.3] ms), and C7 (981.8 [SD, 47.6] ms and 958.0 [SD, 49.6] ms) levels.

**T1 Mapping and Cervical Spinal Canal Stenosis**

When we compared noncompressed disc level T1 values in healthy controls (grade 0) with all disc level T1 values in patients (grade 0–3), an overall increased T1 value was observed for all patient grades (Fig 3), with a significant difference between healthy subject grade 0 and patient grade 0 (P < .001), grade 1 (P = .003), grade 2 (P = .03), and grade 3 (P < .001, with an age effect (P = .04). Overall (all subjects combined) increased T1 values in the cervical SC were observed in cases of spinal canal stenosis, with statistically significant differences between grades 3 and 0 (P < .001, age effect [P = .047]) and grades 3 and 1 (P < .05).

**T1 Mapping and T2 Hyperintensity**

Among the 20 patients, 10 had medullary T2 hyperintensity (Online Supplemental Data), corresponding to a mean T1 value of 1037 [SD, 64] ms at the level of maximal compression (median = 1039 ms; minimum–maximum = 949–1157 ms). In comparison, the remaining 10 patients having a normal medullary T2 intensity had a statistically significant lower mean T1 value of 937 (SD, 25) ms (median = 935 ms; minimum–maximum = 905–990 ms) (P < .001).
Global T1 Mapping and Overall Stenosis Score

Statistical analysis of the global SC T1 values in the 20 patients (single value for each subject, calculated by the mean T1 value for the whole cervical SC), regarding the OSS, demonstrated lower values in the mild OSS group (OSS = 1–6, seven patients; mean T1, 936.9 [SD, 35.7] ms) compared with the highest outcomes of the moderate OSS group (OSS = 7–9, nine patients; mean, 988.7 [SD, 40.9] ms) and with the severe OSS group (OSS = 10–15; four patients; mean, 968.6 [SD, 14.2] ms). Statistical analyses were not conclusive regarding differentiating the severe OSS group from the mild and moderate groups, though comparison between the moderate and the mild groups was significant (P = .02).

T1 Mapping and Clinical Severity

Cervical SC T1 mapping in the 3 clinical groups revealed increased T1 values in the moderate-to-severe group compared with the mild DCM group and healthy subjects (Fig 4). In comparison, the mild DCM group demonstrated slightly higher cord T1 distribution compared with the healthy control group. Global inflection of the 3 T1 curves could be observed around the C3 and C4 levels (but no statistical difference was observed among the different vertebral levels). Considering specifically the single global SC T1 value for each patient in the 3 clinical groups, patients with moderate-to-severe DCM had the highest mean SC T1 value (982.1 [SD, 39.4] ms), followed by the patients with mild DCM (937.7 [SD, 32.9] ms), and healthy subjects (920.1 [SD, 24.1] ms). A significant difference was found between the patients with moderate-to-severe DCM and healthy subjects (P = .002). T1 values in the mild DCM and moderate-to-severe DCM groups were close to statistical significance (P = .06), whereas no difference was observed between the patients with mild DCM and healthy subjects (P = .50). Finally, a significant correlation between the single SC T1 values and the preoperative mJOA scores was observed (ρ = −0.68 and P = .003).
**Level-Specific T1 Mapping and ClinicalSeverity**

When we compared the SC T1 values at the C1, Cmax, and C7 levels among the different clinical groups, a global increase was observed from the control group to the mild and then moderate-to-severe DCM groups (Fig 5). Statistical analysis revealed significant differences between healthy subjects and the moderate-to-severe DCM group at each level ($P = .005, .003, and .007$, at C1, Cmax, and C7, respectively). The relationships between the mild and the moderate-to-severe DCM groups showed a significant difference at Cmax ($P = .04$). Comparisons between the healthy subjects and the mild DCM group failed to show any statistical relationship. When we considered individual $z$ scores (each patient’s T1 relative to the mean of healthy controls) at Cmax, 10/13 patients with moderate-to-severe DCM had values of $>2$ (12/13 had $z$ scores of $>1$). For the patients with mild DCM, 4/7 had $z$ scores of $>1$, but only one was above 2. Correlations between the preoperative mJOA score and T1 values at C1, Cmax, and C7 were also assessed using the Spearman coefficient and were consistently significant ($r = -0.63$ and $P = .01; r = -0.71$ and $P = .002; r = -0.62$ and $P = .01$).

**White Matter and Anterior Gray Matter T1 Mapping and Clinical Severity**

Regarding the T1 mapping in more specific anatomic subdivisions, increased values were observed in the anterior and intermediate GM compared with WM and the entire SC in the healthy subjects (Fig 6). Anterior and intermediate GM T1 values remained the highest in the mild DCM group, with values close to those observed in the SC. Finally, anatomic distribution values in the moderate-to-severe DCM group appeared more erratic, without any clear hierarchic organization, but with very high values for both WM and GM, especially in the lower levels. Statistical comparisons of T1 values at the C1, Cmax, and C7 levels between the clinical groups globally demonstrated significant differences between healthy subjects and the moderate-to-severe group in WM at Cmax ($P = .01$) and C7 ($P < .05$), as well as at Cmax in the anterior GM ($P = .002$). Results between patients with mild and moderate-to-severe DCM were conclusive at C1 ($P < .05$) and Cmax ($P = .04$) for WM and at Cmax ($P = .01$) for anterior GM. None of the analyses...
between the patients with mild DCM and HC were statistically significant.

**DISCUSSION**

T1 values are known to be directly affected by the degree of myelination, axonal diameter, and water content, with the shorter T1s being associated with healthy tissue and longer T1s reflecting demyelination, axonal loss, and global microstructural medullary disorganization of myelopathy. The present study illustrates the potentialities of the MP2RAGE sequence in the context of patients with DCM, permitting medullary T1 mapping with valuable pathologic changes. The main findings related to the stenosis grading; clinical severity; and SC, GM, and WM ROIs are summarized in the Table and discussed further below.

**Clinical Correlation of Spinal Cord T1 Mapping**

A similar pattern of SC T1 mapping was found in the 3 clinical groups, shifted according to the severity of their symptoms (Fig 4). If occurrence of critical changes in T1 values at the level of maximal compression was not surprising, more remarkable were the important modifications of the T1 mapping at distal levels, simultaneously above and below the main compression. While standard anatomic MR imaging sequences primarily showed focal alterations at compressed medullary levels, the quantitative MP2RAGE sequence emphasized a more diffuse structural deterioration of the SC, potentially related to Wallerian degeneration, proximal and distal to the compression zone.38

**Anatomic Considerations of Spinal Cord T1 Mapping**

In healthy subjects, the T1 mapping of the SC presented an inflection of the curve centered over the vertebral C4 level that was also observed in the mild DCM group, and in a less obvious shape in the moderate-to-severe DCM group (Fig 4). These lower T1 values at C4 could potentially be correlated to the upper limit of the cervical SC enlargement, anatomically corresponding to the motor output and sensory input of the upper limbs and to the medullary zone where the bundles of WM are the most important and compact. Further studies according to the spinal levels (rather than vertebral) could be considered.40 The distribution of T1 values according to the vertebral levels in WM was lower than that in the anterior GM in healthy subjects and patients with mild DCM (Fig 6), as previously reported.41 This observation conforms to the bundles-network nature of the WM, with strong preferential orientation and functional organization in tracts in the SC.42 In contrast, GM is characterized by a more lamellar and vascularized structure, containing the perikaryons of the medullary neurons.43 Regarding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic and Clinical Settings</th>
<th>Regionalized T1 Mapping</th>
<th>Global Observations</th>
<th>Statistical Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical onset</strong></td>
<td>SC at Cl, Cmax, C7</td>
<td>T1 values acute &gt; chronic</td>
<td>No grades 3/0; 3/1 (considering all subjects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical spinal canal stenosis</td>
<td>SC at disc levels</td>
<td>T1 values increase according to the severity of the stenosis (T1grade0 &lt; T1grade1 &lt; T1grade3)</td>
<td>Grades 3/0_HC, 2/0_HC, 1/0_HC, 0/0_HC (differentiating patients and HC grade 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSS</strong></td>
<td>Entire cervical SC</td>
<td>Lower T1 values in the mild-stenosis group</td>
<td>Mild-vs-moderate OSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical severity</strong></td>
<td>Entire cervical SC</td>
<td>T1 values increase according to the clinical severity (T1control &lt; T1mild &lt; T1moderate-to-severe)</td>
<td>HC and patients with moderate-to-severe DCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC at Cl, Cmax, C7</td>
<td>T1 values increase at Cl, Cmax, C7 according to the clinical severity</td>
<td>HC and patients with moderate-to-severe DCM (Cl, Cmax, and C7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WM, anterior and intermediate GM at Cl, Cmax, C7</td>
<td>Global T1-value increase at Cl, Cmax, C7 in the WM and GM according to the clinical severity</td>
<td>HC and patients with moderate-to-severe DCM (Cmax and C7 in the WM and Cmax in GM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of the global observations and statistical analyses according to radiologic/clinical settings and regionalized T1-mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologic and Clinical Settings</th>
<th>Regionalized T1 Mapping</th>
<th>Global Observations</th>
<th>Statistical Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical onset</strong></td>
<td>SC at Cl, Cmax, C7</td>
<td>T1 values acute &gt; chronic</td>
<td>No grades 3/0; 3/1 (considering all subjects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical spinal canal stenosis</td>
<td>SC at disc levels</td>
<td>T1 values increase according to the severity of the stenosis (T1grade0 &lt; T1grade1 &lt; T1grade3)</td>
<td>Grades 3/0_HC, 2/0_HC, 1/0_HC, 0/0_HC (differentiating patients and HC grade 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSS</strong></td>
<td>Entire cervical SC</td>
<td>Lower T1 values in the mild-stenosis group</td>
<td>Mild-vs-moderate OSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical severity</strong></td>
<td>Entire cervical SC</td>
<td>T1 values increase according to the clinical severity (T1control &lt; T1mild &lt; T1moderate-to-severe)</td>
<td>HC and patients with moderate-to-severe DCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC at Cl, Cmax, C7</td>
<td>T1 values increase at Cl, Cmax, C7 according to the clinical severity</td>
<td>HC and patients with moderate-to-severe DCM (Cl, Cmax, and C7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WM, anterior and intermediate GM at Cl, Cmax, C7</td>
<td>Global T1-value increase at Cl, Cmax, C7 in the WM and GM according to the clinical severity</td>
<td>HC and patients with moderate-to-severe DCM (Cmax and C7 in the WM and Cmax in GM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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homogenization of WM and anterior GM values in the moderate-to-severe DCM group, it could indicate a medullary alteration predominant on WM in the more severe clinical cases, presumably related to important demyelination phenomena. The statistical comparisons of the WM and anterior GM T1 mapping among the different clinical groups at the C1, Cmax, and C7 levels provided close results to those estimated in the SC analysis (Table). Nevertheless, these conclusions should be accepted with caution because of both the persistent risk of partial volume effects and probabilistic estimations of the segmentation between WM and GM, especially in the atrophic and compressed SC of the patients with DCM.

**Radiologic Correlation of Spinal Cord T1 Mapping**

The presence of T2 hypersignal was associated with increased T1 values at the level of maximal compression. This observation appeared consistent because both increased T1 values and the presence of T2 hypersignal may be linked to increased water content in extracellular space, inducing an increase in both T1- and T2-relaxation times. However, T2 hyperintensity in DCM (including our patients) is usually focal and located at the level of compression, as opposed to the diffuse medullary alterations demonstrated by T1 mapping (reaching the C1 level). Furthermore, T2 hyperintensities were associated with large global T1 values (Online Supplemental Data), but this association was not systematic, nor reciprocal. Consequently, this has not been further investigated but would probably require an analysis in a larger cohort.

Statistical analysis of the SC T1 mapping according to the severity of the spinal canal stenosis (Fig 3) showed a significant difference in T1 values between noncompressed levels (grade 0) in healthy subjects and all types of levels (grade 0–3) in patients (Fig 3). A trend toward a progressive increase of disc level T1 values according to the severity of the stenosis was observed for patients, except for grade 2. This latter observation was probably the reversion of the smaller number of levels classified as moderately compressed (grade 2: 13 levels) compared with the mildly (grade 1: 27 levels) and severely (grade 3: 33 levels) compressed ones. Thus, T1 mapping in our study appears as a sensitive tool to differentiate symptomatic patients from healthy subjects but fails to correlate with the severity of the spinal stenosis, despite a progressive increase in values.

In their study, Maier et al.28 highlighted an inverse correlation of the T1 values with the severity of the spinal canal stenosis, demonstrating lower values in case of compression compared with “unaffected” segments above and below the compression. This should be further explored because MR imaging protocols, measurement techniques, and inclusion criteria (leading to different populations and pathophysiologic stages of DCM) differed.

**Potential Role in DCM**

T1 mapping has shown its role in the brain for multiple sclerosis, demonstrating alterations in white and gray matter (including normal-appearing tissue) and a clinical correlation with cognitive dysfunction.46,47 From the DCM perspective, the main interest of alternative MR imaging sequence studies resides in the exploration of the correlation with the preoperative clinical severity and the prediction of the postoperative outcomes. DTI parameters showed, for example, a valuable association with the mJOA score across researches;46 nevertheless, results fluctuate among other factors, according to age and vertebral levels.14 Regarding T1 mapping, measurements at both the C1 and Cmax levels appear particularly relevant because they provide both focal and diffuse information on SC tissue alterations in DCM (even in the absence of compression, as observed here in the C1 and C7 levels). Longitudinal postoperative follow-ups should now be performed to investigate these potentialities. Given current investigations and observations, T1 mapping at the level of maximal compression appears to be the most promising metric because it clearly demonstrates higher values and the most obvious group stratification/discriminating potentialities (Fig 5).

The main limitation of this study is, first, the lack of statistically significant results for the mild DCM group due to its smaller population, which thus remains the most challenging to individualize, especially from healthy controls. Another difficulty is the variable performance of the semi-automated detection and projection of the cervical SC in the compressed levels of the DCM (here performed with PropSeg13 but also tried with DeepDeg17 involving mandatory visual checking and manual correction in the postprocessing phase, which are sometimes time-consuming. Nonetheless, due to the feasibility and reproducibility of the protocol on the one hand22 and partial correlation of the T1 values with the clinical severity on the other, this study confirms the already encouraging results of previous experiences.18,28

Consequently, orthomaking attention to T1 mapping in DCM will have to focus on diverse key points, starting with selecting the optimal technique of measurement to standardize it. Then, larger series will have to test the robustness of the correlation with preoperative clinical severity, in particular in patients with mild DCM, identifying corresponding intervals and thresholds of T1 values. Multivariate analysis at the different cord levels should also be investigated to analyze the patients on the individual scale and to, therefore, fully demonstrate clinical use potentiality. Future prospective studies will also have to assess T1 mapping as a feasible prognostic tool for postoperative outcome, the prediction of which persists in being partially unsolved. Eventually, confrontation with other alternative MR imaging sequences will have to identify the best option in terms of sensitivity and specificity for daily practice.

**Conclusions**

In this preliminary study, cervical MP2RAGE-based T1 mapping in patients with DCM demonstrated diffuse medullary alterations, especially relevant at the level of maximal compression and upper (C1) levels, with promising-but-still-incomplete correlation with clinical severity. Contrary to the patients with moderate-to-severe DCM, analyses of T1 mapping of those with mild DCM notably failed to demonstrate significant differences from healthy controls, despite slightly higher T1 values. Nevertheless, SC T1 mapping appears to be a biomarker of interest, particularly concerning the clinical severity in DCM, which will now have to be explored in a number of larger series, especially including more patients with mild DCM, along with the ability to predict postoperative outcome.
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